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Martin's Electronic Devices & Instruments (MEDI) is a firm established in 1987
involved in the research and development in electronics. The main field of MEDI is development
of new innovative electronic products and transferring the technology to manufacturers.
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MEDI's IGBT based 3 phase 3 wire
Voltage Optimizer with data logging
There are several voltage optimisation products in the market but most of them are based on obsolete
technologies like SCR tap switching transformer, electro-mechanical stabilisers etc. Medi’s solution is an
IGBT based PWM type Energy saver by Voltage Optimisation to reduce carbon emissions and electricity bill.

Control board for MEDI’s 3 phase 3 wire Static Voltage Stabilizer. 100A to 500A

This is an SMPS type 3 phase voltage optimizer where PWM is made directly in AC-to-AC switching,
without any harmonic distortion. In this topology there is no need to convert the AC input to DC and again
convert it back to regulated AC output. This improves the efficiency and reliability, reduces the component
count. The 20KHz chopping frequency ensures absolute silent operation and pure sine wave output.

















Only three half bridge IGBT modules required
because of 3 Phase delta PWM power topology.
Fully solid state. No moving part, hence more life
and no maintenance.
Protections / cutoff against Overload, short circuit,
Over voltage and under voltage.
Uninterrupted automatic bypass in case of hazard/
failure.
Compact size and light weight. Small buck/boost
transformer size (1/7 th of the capacity for 52V
buck range)
Every hour system go to uninterrupted bypass and
measure actual power, optimized power and saved
power then display with date and time stamp.
Wireless Zigbee communication for data
monitoring and Internet connectivity.
381V to 433V input, 381V output 100A to
500A each phase.
LCD for displaying all parameters
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